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Introduction
In September 2019 SHDC supported me to embark on an investigative ‘Learning Journey’,
looking at Resilience in our local area. It is my intention in this report to share the process,
some of the harvest and potential next steps of this cutting-edge way of engaging with local
issues and the people addressing them. I have also included a summary of what brought me
to attend this journey as a way to provide personal context.

My Story
In the winter of 2018 I became deeply involved with the climate awareness movement. I
helped to set up the UK Student Climate Network and to organise and facilitate the first few
Youth strikes in Exeter. Alongside this work I spent significant time researching climate
science and possible root-causes. My research led me to believe that whilst climate change
is probably the most dramatic and dangerous of the issues we face, it is primarily a
symptom of deeper cultural issues. My background is in Sports Massage, incorporating
Traditional Chinese Medicine, and I was taught to always attempt to look beyond the
symptoms and treat the cause of a pathology.
It soon became clear that the movement I was part of was not purely environmental, social
or political but in fact covered all of these areas. I found it inspiring and heartening to
witness the passion, vision and clear sight of my generation and indeed younger
generations. However, it also became clear to me that a significant divide exists between
policy makers and citizens calling for profound, systemic change. The scathing response of
many politicians to the youth strikes is testimony to this. Equally most of the activists point
a finger of blame and anger at the government, demanding that the system recognises its
dangerous lack of foresight over the past decades and acts with ambition and decisiveness
to remedy the damage caused.
I believe that whilst our country is divided and polarised we stand little chance of acting
with the speed and wisdom that our situation clearly requires. So, I decided to ‘walk my talk’
and attempt to play my part in bridging the gap that I perceived. Earlier this year I ran for
District Council as a way to engage with constructive steps forward, thinking globally and
acting locally. I hope that in doing so I can inspire others to do the same.
Since joining South Hams District Council, I have been reassured by the attention and
thought being given to the issue of climate change. The work of councillors and officers
within SHDC is considerable and demonstrates to me evidence of the good intentions of
local government to represent and support the community’s best interests.
Over the past few years I have attended many meetings, conferences and demonstrations
relating to the issue of climate change and ecological degradation. Whilst I have, and do,
fully support these events and often feel greatly inspired by them, I have usually been left
with a sense of the overwhelming scale of the issues we face. There are so many pieces to
the puzzle, so many differing opinions, so much unknown and so much fear and denial
woven through the picture, it is hard to tell which way is up or down, let alone forward.
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Ecology is, by its very nature, complex and history clearly demonstrates our lack of expertise
in effectively dealing with complex issues.
If we were to solely address carbon emissions, we could end up causing even worse damage
to ecosystems or social systems. Virgin rainforest being cut down to provide ‘ecofuel’ or
ideas such as spraying hazardous chemicals into the higher atmosphere to reflect solar rays
are examples of threats to ecosystems. The recent turmoil in France, after imposing carbon
taxation, demonstrates the danger to social systems.
I have been looking out for practical, intelligent and effective ways of using joined
up/holistic thinking to address climate change and so I came across The Bioregional Learning
Journey, initiated by the Bioregional Learning Centre and was supported by South Hams to
attend.

The Bioregional Learning Centre
The Bioregional Learning Centre works in South Devon in the approximate area of the new
Joint Local Plan (Plymouth, West Devon and South Hams) plus Torbay and the Teign Valley.
It more or less maps onto the geographical scope of the South Devon Catchments
Partnership. However, it defines itself in geographical rather than political boundaries.
It has been set up as a Community Interest Company (CIC) to be a backbone organisation
serving the sustainable and resilient future of this area. Our work lies in bringing statutory
bodies, NGOs, individuals and communities together to address whole-systems change
towards a flourishing bioregion. That means finding practical ways to work collaboratively
towards long-term economic and ecological resilience.
-

Exert from https://bioregion.org.uk/about/vision-mission/

The Bioregional Learning Journey
The Journey was split into five themes:
1. River
2. City
3. Moor
4. Water Resilience Summit
5. Coast
Each day of the journey aimed to draw
together interconnected elements of the
area to establish the extent of local
resilience, through the direct experience of
seeing with our own eyes the steps being
taken by those with the responsibility or
desire to ensure a sustainable and healthy
future for us and generations to come.
Our Leaders for the Journey were Isabelle Carlisle, Jane brady and Glenn Page, who teamed
up with Nick Palling (organiser of the Water Resilience Summit).
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River – Soil, Food & Enterprise
(Unfortunately, I was unable to attend this day, so the following section of the report is
extrapolated from the notes of participants and facilitators.)
Morrisons
We started the day by visiting Morrisons to assess food
resilience with Jason Lloyd, the store manager.
A key issue brought by the group was around the lack of
locally sourced produce sold by Morrisons. Jason explained
that local produce is sold in store, but it is not obviously
demonstrated by the packaging. It was felt that more
emphasis on local produce would be a way for Morrisons
to support local farmers and thereby increase local food
resilience.
Jason told us that Morrisons tries to support recyclable packaging, especially avoiding black
plastic that cannot be recycled. The amount of plastic that Morrisons does use to package
their food however is staggering and it was felt that this should be addressed. We
discovered that the Totnes Morrisons shelf 240 000 SKUs (products) and that the chain
shelves 360 000 SKUs.
We also learnt that Morrisons are major land owners which gives them control over farming
standards and are particularly keen on animal welfare standards. They are proud that they
source all of their meat, poultry and dairy products within the UK and bake their bread fresh
in the store.
Morrisons are clearly keen to show a good image and do have an interest in taking steps to
increase resilience. Jason expressed personal interest in working with the Bioregional
Learning Centre to increase the sustainability of Totnes Morrisons. It was felt that through
open discussion and participation there is potential for progress.
Dartington Estate
We started our visit of Dartington Estate at the wetlands,
meeting Harriet Bell, Community Resilience Food &
Farming Manager for Dartington Hall Trust. The wetlands
are used as flood management, water retention and are a
supportive environment for birds. Harriet shared that
before Totnes Weir was built, the water would have risen high
enough for boats to come up into Dartington. It was noted that
sea level rise could pose serious flood risk to the weir and its
surrounding environs.
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Harriet spoke of the history of Dartington Estate and the Elmhursts, who bought the estate
in 1925, pioneering what became modern industrial agriculture. Dartington now hopes to
inspire the next evolution of agriculture; agroforestry. They have been trialling different
forms of agroforestry and renewable energy. They aim to increase biodiversity, soil health
and diversity in projects as a way to actively increase resilience.
Huxhams Cross Biodynamic Farm – Apricot Centre
The Apricot Centre is a social enterprise (CIC) that use
biodynamic and organic practices to grow a variety of
fruit, grains and vegetables. They provide wellbeing
support for families and children in East Anglia and
Devon, using farming and nature connection as a
therapy. They host school visits and provide training
courses for children and adults in permaculture and
biodynamic practice.
When they began their project the soil they had to
work with was highly degraded. They applied
biodynamic methods such as supporting soil bacterial
cultures and using lunar cycles (which are used
throughout indigenous agriculture systems). They
also worked to increase biodiversity to create natural
predators which help with disease and pest control.
Biodynamic methods can restore soil health within 10
years, the Apricot Centre managed it in just 3 years.
They currently use agroforestry which has the
potential to revolutionise modern agriculture. In agroforestry, lines of trees are planted in
the fields and crops are grown between the lines. The roots of the trees stop soil erosion,
help water drainage, provide essential insect ecosystems, slow water movement across the
land (flood prevention), shelter crops from extreme weather, provide wildlife corridors and
support mycelia in the soil, all whilst capturing carbon and helping the soil to do the same.
The Apricot Centre have a new partnership with the local bakery in Dartington (The Almond
Thief) in which they will provide locally grown and milled grains. In our modern society it is
rare to find projects such as this that cut out the need for industrial transportation and
processing. Raising the profile of these kinds of projects and inspiring communities to work
together in this way could provide a corner stone for local resilience.
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Riverford Farms
Next, we met Guy Watson who runs Riverford
Farms, the largest organic UK veg box provider,
sending out 47 000 boxes a week from regional
farms. Guy told us that the biggest danger to
food production is bad weather conditions.
His way of mitigating this is to leave spoiled veg
in the field to compost directly into the soil,
acting as a fertilizer.
Guy is passionate about social enterprise and community led business and in 2018 he made
an amazing decision. He gave the majority of the Riverford shares to the employees,
exchanging significant profit for community investment.

City – Energy, Housing & Wellbeing
Food as Community
We started the day at Devonport Guildhall with Tess
Wilmott, a representative of ‘Food Plymouth’. Tess
explained to us that after World War II, much of
Plymouth was destroyed and was rebuilt with no
consideration of nature. This resulted in Plymouth
being classed as a ‘food desert’, meaning virtually
nothing grew there. 10 years ago, Tess began planting
trees, engaging with Councils, Housing Associations,
locals and other organisations. Now there are 40
community orchards across Plymouth as well as many
herb/veg gardens and wild flower planters. The project
has been so successful and inspired so many residents
that people now take it upon themselves to plant
things all over the place (gorilla gardening) and the
windblown seeds of all the plants are spreading nature
across the city.
More than anything this story represents an attitude shift from local authorities, at first the
Council and Housing Associations did not recognise the need for plants in the city. It was
effectively illegal to plant trees on their land. Tess’s work with Food Plymouth alongside
projects such as Routeways and Pollenize (urban community bee keeping) have brought to
light the importance of urban gardening. These projects have not only increased the
biodiversity and ecosystem health of Plymouth but have also regenerated the local
community, brought healthy free food to some of the most vulnerable members of the
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community, cleaned the air of pollutants and C02 and have helped to address mental health
issues during the hardship brought by austerity. Specifically, Routeways brings groups of
people suffering with mental health disorders to work together in urban farms and, less
apparent but still of great importance, is the effect of bringing nature into heavily developed
areas. “You do realise that you are keeping us sane” – a resident living in a tower block
referring to the planting of a community orchard below.
This story also demonstrates how relatively low-cost investment into ecosystem
regeneration creates positive effects both environmentally and socially which lead to
happier, healthier residents.
Next, we visited Stone Hall Flats where Sue Johns, a
local resident planted a veg garden outside the flats.
Over the years her garden grew into a funded
project Grow Stonehouse that supported Sue to
expand the veg garden into a community orchard
and herb garden. The beautifully tended space is
precious to local residents as many of them have
little opportunity to be in nature. Events such as
apple-pressing and general gardening bring the
community together and the project offers healthy
cooking lessons to residents to introduce fresh food into their diets. Many of the poorest
residents live on highly processed foods that cause many health problems. Local GPs have
started to send patients with conditions such as depression and anxiety to spend time in the
orchard, as an effective therapeutic alternative to pharmaceutical medication.
Plymouth’s Heroes
We stopped for lunch at The Clipper, a café created by
Nudge – ‘a community benefit society that owns,
creates and runs activity in disused, underused or
unusual urban spaces to lead to lasting positive change
and community led regeneration.’ – (exert from website)
The Clipper is owned by Nudge and provides affordable,
healthy food to local residents.
Nudge have been responsible for a wide range of
inspiring projects; such as transforming derelict
buildings into community hubs, such as The Clipper. A
story that stood out to me was of a local, single parent
who could not afford accommodation that was
appropriate for him to raise a child. In response, Nudge
is in the process of refurbishing the upper floors of the
Clipper into a number of apartments that will be rented
at a low cost to men in this situation.
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At The Clipper we met representatives of local
organisations who gave short talks about their
work in relation to resilience.

Livewell Southwest cover South Hams, West Devon and Plymouth, working alongside the
NHS to provide health education and aid. They told us that they look at how social justice
plays a large part in health. After 10 years of austerity cuts they are seeing the health divide
between richer and poorer people increase after many years of previous improvement.
Poorer members of the community cannot afford fresh plant-based foods and instead live
on heavily processed food that fosters poor health (whilst incidentally being the most
carbon intensive). They also have far less opportunities to exercise.
The cuts to social care have had a big impact on the most vulnerable members of the
community, resulting in more people slipping through the cracks. The combination of less
support with increasing addiction to junk food, alcohol, drugs, screen time and less time
spent outdoors must be significant contributors to the mental health epidemic currently
face in the UK.
Provide Devon are a crisis food poverty charity who provide emergency meals for vulnerable
people who do not have access to food in Plymouth and the surrounding area. It was
shocking to hear that food poverty is rising here in Devon, especially in children. In the past
8 months they have provided emergency food for 1100 people, two thirds of which were
children, in Plymouth alone. They told us that when the government cuts the funding to
support the community, they (and other similar organisations) have to self-fund in order to
protect the people who have the least. Social justice is an important theme, demonstrated
by the fact that life expectancy is 12 years higher in the richer part of Plymouth.
Cornwall Food Foundation support young people to become chefs and they initiate social
projects to use food as a way to improve quality of life and reduce people’s carbon
footprint. They told us that our food accounts for one fifth of our carbon footprint so
through encouraging local food and less meat/fish it is possible to make a significant
difference.
Plymouth Social Enterprise Network have been running for 10 years, raising the profile of
social enterprise as a business model in an attempt to align business with community. They
believe that business has the potential to truly serve the community when it is run ‘by the
people for the people’. They have declared a climate emergency and are encouraging other
organisations to do the same.
Rio (Real Ideas Organisation) also work with social enterprise, helping people with good
ideas to create successful, community run businesses. They have shifted to working
environmentally, focusing on increasing social enterprise in parks and open spaces (such as
growing food and increasing biodiversity).
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I also spoke to Freya Stacey, from Westcountry Rivers Trust, who is working to bring public
engagement in river stewardship, helping people to form a relationship with their river and
actively look after it.
Hearing how much positive work had been accomplished by the people in the room was
inspiring, it affirmed for me that collectively we have the answers. It was also disturbing to
discover how much poverty we have so close to home. From hearing the talks, resilience
seems to be found in the connections between people, in the networks and organisations
that form around a need. Everyone spoke of the need for regeneration of the community
and/or the environment.
We Finished the day by visiting Ernesettle Solar Farm built by the Plymouth Energy
Community who formed in 2013 to reduce local fuel poverty. Plymouth City Council gave
the community a piece of land to use (an ex rubbish dump, between an MOD blasting area
and a water treatment plant) and so they reached out to local residents and investors,
successfully raising the capital needed to build the solar farm, which was completed in 2016.
Many local residents are shareholders and the community rent the land to the solar farm.
The money raised is invested into socially and/or environmentally beneficial community
projects; such as allotments, house insulation, outdoor spaces and a local nursing home.
Ernesettle Solar Farm is an excellent example of how community regeneration, energy
decarbonisation and good business sense can be integrated together. They have created a
successful and sustainable community project that could easily act as a template for other
communities.

Moor – Water, Wildlife and Stored Carbon
Water
Dartmoor is a historic and integral part of our
region, its wild, rolling hills capturing the
imagination and drawing visitors from all over the
country. It is a place of wandering ponies, eerie
mist and pockets of ancient, twisted woodland and
it is the source of our drinking water. So, we began
our day with a visit to Venford Reservoir with
representatives from Southwest Water, Southwest
Lakes Trust, Westcountry Rivers Trust and The
Dartmoor Association.
First, the representative from Southwest Lakes
Trust, an independent charity initiated by Southwest Water, showed us an example of the
conservation work they do at Venford, a 50m strip of trees framing the reservoir. Despite
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Dartmoor’s history of being largely oak forest, centuries of livestock grazing have steadily
reduced the tree cover to the mostly bare moorland we see today. The trees at Venford are
protected by a fence which is a rarity on Dartmoor due to national park restrictions.
Venford is 1 of 3 reservoirs that provide water for our bioregion, as well as water from the
River Teign, the Dart, the Tamar and various bore-holes. Southwest Water explained to us
that whilst rainfall is stable, and the reservoirs are full, there is a relatively low input system
to provide mains water. The raw water from the reservoirs is already mostly clean and
transported with the aid of gravity. When there is a period of low rainfall, however, the level
of the reservoirs drop and SWW are unable to take sufficient water. This means that they
must use river water, pumped great distances, against gravity, to be filtered at high
expense. Despite constant repair work to pipes and channels 22% of the water taken is lost
along the way.
Southwest water did not express explicit concerns about resilience, but they did raise
concerns about our water usage. They recommend that 50 litres of water per person per
day is optimum for a resilient water system. We currently use on average 150 litres. Due to
uncertainties about future weather patterns in a changing climate, it may well become
necessary to find alternative water sources as insurance at times of drought, or to greatly
reduce our water consumption. Implementing simple systems to capture and use rainwater
for non-drinking water (gardens, flushing toilets, cleaning cars, agriculture) could be of great
help in this. Our toilets alone account for some 30% of our household water usage.
Southwest Water recognise that a healthy river system is essential for both humans and
wildlife and therefore invest time and energy to work with farmers and conservationists.
Much of the pollutants found in the rivers are run-off from agricultural land, so they work
with farmers to minimise this.
Peatland
Dartmoor contains rare peatland, 10 000 years old and
formed of layer upon layer of organic matter. As well as
sequestering 3 times the amount of C02 as woodland,
peatland plays an important role in the water system.
When healthy, it regulates the water flow into rivers,
reducing periods of flood and drought. It also provides a
unique habitat for biodiversity, effecting the biodiversity
of the whole river system. Unfortunately, Dartmoor’s Peatland is degenerating. Overgrazing, burning, military explosive testing and cutting is breaking down and killing this
ancient habitat, causing it to release the stored carbon of millennia into the rivers, turning
them brown and requiring more expensive filtration before the water is safe to drink.
Damaged peatland can release 10 tonnes of carbon per hectare per year into the carbon
cycle.
Due to climate change, the conditions for peatland are becoming rarer, making it all the
more vital to protect what we have. Southwest Water are working to raise awareness about
the need to protect and restore Dartmoor’s Peatland and there have already been a number
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of funded restoration projects. These projects have caused a lot of criticism and resistance
from farmers. Possibly because dried peatland makes good grazing. Out of the 31 500
hectares of peatland on Dartmoor only a few hundred have been restored so far.
Experts and scientists are increasingly advising that restoration of natural ecosystems such
as peatland and woodland is the most effective, pragmatic and risk-free way to aid
biodiversity and climate stability. As well as peatland restoration, the UK water companies
have collectively committed to planting 11 million trees on their land across the UK.

Farming
We visited Brimpts Farm where we heard from Andy
Bradford, a Dartmoor Farmer and Naomi Oakley, also
a Dartmoor farmer and Natural England advisor, who
told us about their ‘no input’ farming methods (no
fertilizers/pesticides). They told us that the average
Dartmoor farm loses £14 000 a year, with most
farmers surviving on subsidies and benefits. Andy has
incorporated tourism and a space for business teambuilding trips into his farm work. He showed us the fields that he uses as wildflower
meadows for biodiversity, cutting once a year to make hay.
“You have to be an optimist, if you’re not an optimist you’re not a farmer” – Andy Bradford
Andy is very concerned about the future of traditional farming as fewer young people are
choosing to farm and many farmers are going under.
When we walked on the land, Naomi shared with us
some of her extensive knowledge about
traditional/sustainable farming, how rotating herds
and allowing the land to regenerate naturally
increases the soil health. Her love for the land was
palpable and her care for biodiversity was inspiring, it
went so much further than a need to protect the
food chain, it was personal and came from a deep
understanding of, and connection to, the land.
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Coast – Fishing, Infrastructure & Culture
Flooding
We started the day in Slapton Ley Field Centre with
Dave Stewert, the flood risk manager for Torbay.
With rising sea levels, an increase of extreme weather
events and more flash-flooding, coastal towns are in a
vulnerable position. Dave told us that Tor Bay is at risk
of flash flooding, groundwater flooding, combined
sewer flooding and coastal flooding. Whilst Coastal
flooding is probably the most dramatic in the list the
others are no joke either.
The consequences of flooding are far more complex than one may imagine, with factors
such as overflowing sewers contaminating the flood water, adding the risk of disease and
infection into the mix. Pollutants from agriculture also mix with the flood water and Tor Bay
has 4 old landfill sites in flash flood areas (and one in a coastal erosion site).
There can also be unforeseen consequences in a flood scenario. The example he gave was of
Paignton Hospital having to shut down because the local school shut down, leading to many
of the hospital staff needing to leave to look after their children.
Dave told us that there are ways to reduce the risk of flooding and many of them align
perfectly with ecosystem regeneration. Naturally there would be many more trees between
the moor and the sea, that would slow the passage of flood water and allow more to be
absorbed by the ground. We especially see problems in towns and cities because we have
sealed the ground with concrete, stopping the water from being absorbed and instead,
sending it into the sewers, causing them to flood. Dave felt strongly that we should be
changing our sewage systems so that flood water does not mix with sewage as Wessex
Water have done in Bridgwater. We can also install rain gardens into our gardens which
allow water from our roofs to absorb into the earth instead of the sewers, whilst helping to
slow ground water.
We heard the story of Hallsands, a small coastal village near Slapton. In 1897 the gravel off
the coast was dredged to create Plymouth’s Harbour. In 1917 the village flooded after the
beach level had dropped by 15 feet and by 1918 the village had been undermined and was
uninhabitable.
This story, and Dave’s insights into flooding, indicate to me that a lot of the flood risk has
been created by our interfering with natural systems. The answer, more often than not, is to
try to put it back how it was, or at least find ways of mimicking the conditions we changed
(eg. Creating rain gardens to mimic ground that has not been covered in concrete).
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Brixham Harbour Defence
Our final destination for the day was Brixham
harbour where we met Adam Parnell, the harbour
master of Tor Bay. With statistics such as 90% of
big fish gone from our oceans I was very interested
to find out his view of the resilience of the fishing
industry. He did not seem overly concerned about
this, as the amounts of fish being landed have not
lessened. Whether this news is reassuring or
worrying is perhaps a matter of short or long-term
perspective.
Adam was far more concerned about the increasing threat of extreme storms due to climate
change. He told us that repairs to Brixham’s defences after storm Emma cost £3 million and
we were surprised to find out that the repairs to the sea wall were not completed as they
reached the limit of their budget.
In the case of a storm breaching sea defences and damaging property large sums of money
become available from funds allocated specifically for emergency repairs. Money for the
preparation of sea defences, however, is limited. This reactive as opposed to proactive
approach is, perhaps, due to finite amounts of money available for investment without a
clear return. It seems this issue needs some thought, as rising sea levels and an increase in
the frequency and intensity of storms will put our flood defences through their paces and
the cost of replacing a sea wall once it has been destroyed is far greater than cost of
strengthening it, let alone the phenomenal costs of repairing extensive damage to a town.
When a house is flooded it takes, on average, a year and £30 000 to repair the damage.
Adam has plans for a new breakwater beyond the sea wall as climate change adaptation,
but he does not yet have the funding to make his plan a reality.
The Trawler’s Dirty Secret
A member of our group, Gary Jolliffe from Till the
Coast is Clear - a CIC that cleans plastic from the
local coast and estuaries, raised the topic of
plastic pollution from fishing trawlers. He told us
that 70% of the plastics his CIC finds are netting
and waste from fishing trawlers, in particular
‘dolly rope’ a kind of netting made of long thin
strands of plastic that is attached to the outside
of trawlers nets. Dolly rope is designed to break
off from the nets to stop them breaking and must
be regularly replaced, each trawler is expected to
get through 2 tonnes of the stuff each season…
People have made biodegradable dolly rope and leather has been used but the fishing
industry uses plastic as it is the cheapest option.
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Water Resilience Summit
The Summit was held in Totnes Civic Hall on the
12th September 2019. I have never seen the Civic
Hall so well attended and with such a rich mix of
locals, experts and representatives of many
organisations. The day was so full of information,
from so many sources, that to accurately represent
it here I would need to write for a week. So, I have
decided to give a brief summary of most of the
talks to give a sense of the day without melting my
own, or anyone else’s brain. A full report of the
Summit will become available from the Bioregional
Learning Centre in time.
Most of the talks relate directly to water but it is hard and, most likely, contraindicative to
separate water into an isolated category. Water by its very nature permeates, mixes and
generally ignores boundaries. I think that this was represented in the diversity of speakers at
the summit.
Jacqi Hodgeson – Mayor of Totnes, South Hams district Councillor & Devon County Councillor
Jacqi spoke about the Climate & Ecology Emergency Action Planning process which is being
undertaken by the people of Totnes. The process builds upon and utilizes the experience of
the Transition Town movement, effectively including the voices of the community in the
creation of a people’s action plan.
Sarah Bunney – Centre for Water Systems, College of Engineering, Mathematics & Physical Sciences,
University of Exeter

Sarah spoke about resilience (or lack of) in times of water supply failure. She referred to
thousands of homes being left without water in the aftermath of ‘Storm Emma’ (2018). In
extreme cases this went on for more than a week. Sarah works with ‘Safe & SuRe’, an EPSRC
funded fellowship that aims to develop sustainable and resilient water solutions.
Tim Dart – Tamar AONB Manager
Tim showed us that the Tamar Valley is extremely liable to flooding. He recognises that
much of the flood risk is due to human interference of the river’s system and he is an
advocate of natural flood management. He introduced us to the Tamara Landscape
Partnership. ‘It will bring farmers and landowners together to develop new ideas, such as
natural flood management and tree planting, creating wildlife habitats and increasing onfarm carbon, which will all help to mitigate the effects of climate change.’ – (Exert from
website)
Sarah Colquhoun – Westcountry Rivers Trust
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Sarah spoke about the importance of soil resilience. Soil that has formed over millions of
years and sustained all land animals is rapidly disappearing, releasing its carefully stored
carbon into the water and air. Sarah told us that over 40% of the soil in the Southwest is
degraded. In hotter climates soil degradation leads to desertification where almost nothing
can grow, in our current climate it leads to dramatic drop in the crop yield, reduced capacity
to hold water, decline in nutrient storage capacity and reduction in the quality of the soil
structure and depth. Farmers are forced to compensate by using more fertilizers which in
turn lead to more soil degradation, the vicious cycle of fertilizers. Degraded soil increases
the likelihood of flooding which carries away even more soil (and the chemicals used).
Regaining soil health is essential and luckily the solutions are ready and waiting, including:
growing nitrogen fixing crops, choosing crops with deeper root structures, growing cover
crops, incorporating crop residues/adding compost, introduction of livestock to arable
systems, planting trees to capture carbon (this can be done in conjuncture with crop
growing, see agroforestry and Ramial woodchip). Through the intelligent management of
land our soils can be healthy again and continue their essential work of capturing carbon
and supporting life.
“Despite all our accomplishments, we owe our existence to a six-inch layer of topsoil and
the fact it rains”. (Quote from Sarah’s slideshow)
Dr David Smith – Upstream Thinking and Biodiversity Team Manager of South West Water
David echoed many of the sentiments already shared, talking about how poor land
management at the sources and upper regions of the rivers cause pollution and flooding
down river, especially in towns and cities. David and his team work with farmers to improve
land management, often with simple solutions such as stopping livestock defecating into
rivers, storing manure in sheds, tilling the land so the furrows run across the slope of the
land and discouraging the careless use of pesticides. The other key element of Upstream
Thinking is moorland restoration, in particular peatbog restoration.
Southwest Water and their various projects, like Upstream Thinking, work with and invest in
farmers to step into a role of deploying natural flood risk management, improving natural
capital and investigating new opportunities for catchment-wide nutrient management
agreements.
Sally Morgan – Ecologist and Writer
Sally talked to us about the simple ways we can use our gardens as natural flood defences
whilst utilising rain fall. Flooding occurs when water moves faster than the ground can
absorb it. Natural flood defences, therefore, aim to slow the passage of water and aid
ground absorption. Whether a garden is in a highland area, or low down in a city, the
approach is the same.
Techniques to slow water in a garden include: green roofs for houses/sheds, drainage
channels filled with gravel or covered by a grill and using every possible surface to capture
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rainwater into containers and veg plots. The idea of using mains water to water our gardens
or wash our cars is insane when every house could collect and store rainwater from their
guttering to be used when needed.
Dr James Webber – University of Exeter, Centre for Water Systems
James told us that surface water flooding is the greatest flood risk we face and that this risk
is increasing due to the expansion of cities, aging infrastructure, degradation of soils, poor
land management and the destabilisation of weather patterns (short intense falls of rain).
James echoed previous speakers in saying that sustainable drainage methods are our best
course of action. He highlighted the importance of sharing knowledge nationally/globally
whilst using the experience and insight of locals who know the land and perhaps remember
traditional practices.
New technologies play their part too; high speed AI-based flood modelling systems are
being implemented and are already providing more accurate and faster warning of flooding.
Flooding can strike very fast so this technology is invaluable. An hour of notice for people to
prepare can make a massive difference to the consequences of a flood event.

Conclusions
Overall
I found the Bioregional Learning Journey to be one of the most effective, inspiring and sane
approaches to climate change that I have seen so far. It aims to create a solid baseline of
evidence to inform strategy whilst connecting key people together. The approach
understands that we have the answers but lack the clear leadership needed to bring the
solutions together. It is both top-down and bottom-up, engaging with the smallest CIC as
well as any or all levels of government. It recognises that resilience is found locally and relies
upon the connections between people. Embarking on a journey of discovery brings a group
of people together and unifies them whilst celebrating their diversity. Engaging the people
who are already leading the way towards resilience and connecting them to others on the
same trajectory is akin to bringing together 4 individual wheels to make a car (in this case I
am sure it would be an electric car).
Harvest
Looking back over the Learning Journey and all of what we saw and heard, it is clear to me
that we have serious issues to overcome both within our society and within our world. I was
shocked to discover the level of poverty on my doorstep and I cannot comprehend the
reality of sea-level rise and the extent of soil degradation caused by industrial agriculture.
But more than shock and fear I feel hope and inspiration. On the journey we saw, time and
again, examples of the miracles wrought daily by unsung heroes. To have a sense of how
many people are engaged with positive change, under the radar, is extraordinary. To see
what is possible when one person sets their mind to a seemingly insurmountable task
reminds me that nothing is really impossible, and we have no idea what we are capable of
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as a species. With the macabre fascination of the media churning out constant stories of
death and tragedy it is no surprise that many people view our species as predominantly a
force of destruction on our planet. If we could widen our sights to include the incredible
work of people like those we met on the BLJ perhaps we could transform the apathy and
depression of our society.
Whether we were talking about flood management, agriculture, water supply or poverty the
message from the experts was crystal clear – we must help nature to regenerate.
Regeneration was a key theme for both the environment and our communities. On
reflection I feel that community regeneration and environmental regeneration are actually
the same thing. The fact that we have separated them is a clear indicator of a root-problem.
Until we realise that ecosystems, species and the Earth itself are all part of our community,
and we realise the vital importance of community, we will continue wrecking them. The
Learning Journey, and specifically those who spoke of or exhibited social enterprise,
demonstrated to me that the time of profit over community is coming to an end. For how
long can we ignore the billions being made by a few individuals whilst a growing proportion
of our society go hungry and our world collapses?
Next Steps
Despite the wealth of information that the Learning Journey uncovered I felt that the
Bioregional Learning Centre were just getting started. I would love to see Councils working
with them and taking lead from their approach.
On the 18th of September South Hams District Councillors joined with councillors from West
Devon and Plymouth City to attend a workshop on climate change and the council’s role to
play. One of the key ways that councils can have an impact is through bringing the right
people to the table. The Bioregional Learning Centre are doing exactly that, and I am excited
to see what emerges from this promising start.
Blue Marble Evaluation
Since the Bioregional Learning Centre is part of a global Regenerative Communities
Network, we in South Hams, have the potential to be part of a global effort to implement an
innovative form of evaluation called Blue Marble Evaluation. The term "Blue Marble" refers
to the iconic image of the Earth from space taken during the NASA missions and illustrates
the earth from space, and that we are living on a single planet without borders or boundaries.
Such a whole Earth perspective can be applied to evaluative criteria for how we
are transforming our behaviours towards stewardship and regeneration. Many people,
organizations, and networks are working to ensure the future is more sustainable and
equitable. Blue Marble evaluators can contribute significantly to efforts like ours by helping
with design, providing ongoing feedback for adaptation, enhancing impact, and examining
the long-term effectiveness of such interventions and initiatives. For example, Glenn Page
who is a leader in Blue Marble Evaluation, first met with Isabelle and Jane over a year ago
and suggested a BLC Learning Journey and has been working with them to implement it. In
this way, incorporating the Blue Marble perspective means looking beyond our traditional
political boundaries and examining issues across sector to connect the global and local,
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connect the human and ecological, and connect evaluative thinking and methods with those,
like us, trying to bring about global systems transformation.
As Glenn has reminded us throughout the journey, Blue Marble evaluation looks backwards
(what has been) to inform the future (what might be) based on the present trajectory (what is
happening now). What Blue Marble Evaluation would offer us is a way to examine what
has worked and not worked in the past, not just to capture history, but to inform the future.
Blue Marble Evaluation is a transdisciplinary, global profession that has much to offer us in
navigating the risks and opportunities that arise in the South Devon Bioregion so we can be
part of a global network to learn from each other and move towards a more sustainable and
equitable future. This work will come at a cost of engagement and financial support for
facilitation but will be worth it as we navigate the rapid systems change that are unfolding all
around us.

(Kayaking on the Dart after the Learning Journey)
With special thanks to:
Jane Brady, Isabelle Carlisle, Nick Palling and Glenn Page for facilitating the BLJ & Water
Resilience Summit
All the representatives of the organisations mentioned above
and to Glenn Page for the photography.
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